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ABOUT PARKPLUS
ParkPlus System is a parking management solution developed by the Calgary
Parking Authority (CPA). This is a patented, proven and effective software
which integrates parking payment, permits, and enforcement technologies.
The ParkPlus journey started over a decade ago when, looking for a way to
make the City of Calgary a better place to live and visit, the CPA developed and
implemented the first application of ‘pay-by-plate’ technology worldwide.

"ParkPlus is a proven parking
management solution"
Calgary Parking Authority
The CPA was established in 1968 by the City Council of Calgary with the
mission of “building stronger communities by providing exceptional parking
experiences”. Since then, this organization has been the City of Calgary’s single
point of contact for all areas of parking including
on-street, off-street, parkades, permitting and
enforcement.
48 years of experience providing public parking
services have allowed CPA to become the only
provider of a parking management solution that
combines the user knowledge, as an actual
owner/operator.
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HOW IT WORKS
ParkPlus System uses the vehicle’s license plate number as the common
transaction and enforcement identifier. For ParkPlus, the license plate number
works like the ticket or stall number in other systems. The license plate is
collected as part of the payment transaction. This information is later matched
against the digitized record of the license plate number scanned by stationary
cameras, mobile mounted cameras or handheld tablets to validate payment
compliance.
The use of a single ‘credential’ enables ParkPlus to offer a convenient range of
payment methods, including:
multi-space pay machines
mobile payment
parking permits
long-term contracts
This also allows the system to collect valuable financial and operational
information, from different sources, which can be used for planning and decision
making (See figure 1).
ParkPlus is a cloud-based SaaS solution running on a virtualized server
environment. The system is designed to be
hardware agnostic and scalable; therefore, it
can interface with a wide range of parking
technologies (such as pay machines and
license plate recognition cameras) and be
configured in different layouts to provide fully
customize turnkey or stand-alone solutions.
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Figure 1: ParkPlus System Integration

Customize ParkPlus to your exact needs
The ParkPlus configuration depends on the specific needs of the client and
environment the system will be running in. For instance, using fixed license
plate recognition (LPR) cameras to scan vehicles license plates accessing and
leaving a parking lot gives us the flexibility to configure either:
a) a gateless solution which allows free flow (in this case, the LPR cameras
work as virtual gates), or
b) a controlled access system using automatic gates activated by the LPR
cameras.
Both solutions are efficient and contribute to eliminating bottlenecks that
usually cause large queues in hospitals' parking lots.
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BENEFITS &
FEATURES
Providing parking services in a healthcare institution is not an easy task.
There are a number of challenges that any hospital’s parking manager has to
face: 24-hour operations, high-stress environment, and visitors’ physical and
emotional condition. In order to best manage this situation, ParkPlus offers to
healthcare organizations a user-friendly and cost-efficient solution which
allows them to maximize revenue and provide an exceptional parking service
that contributes to minimizing patients, visitors and employees’ stress.

Features for users
ParkPlus is easy for visitors to use and makes the act of parking almost
effortless. The system offers users many convenient features:
Multiple payment methods, including coins and credit cards.
Activate parking sessions quickly using SMS text message, Interactive Voice
Response (IVR), or through the ParkPlus app and website via a pre-loaded
account.
Off-street parking availability information.
Smart payment mechanisms accept payment only when required.
Provision of alerts of pending session expiry or two-away restrictions.
Deactivation of mobile parking payment at end of session, so customers pay
only for the time they use.
The ability to pay at any pay station on route to destination (with same rate
code).
3rd party payment capability.
Automated and ticketless, so no need
to return to the vehicle to display
proof of payment.
Optional paper or on-line receipts for
proof of purchase or accounting
purposes.
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BENEFITS &
FEATURES
User feedback
In our 2015 Ipsos Reid user survey, we gathered the following user feedback:

94%
satisfaction
using the ParkPlus system;

96%
satisfaction
using ParkPlus with a cell phone account

Benefits for operators
Additionally, ParkPlus System offers parking operators many benefits:
Capability of managing the different payment needs of staff and visitors
(permits, long-term contracts, and hourly rates)
Ability to offer complimentary parking (automatic ticket validation) for
volunteers, contractors and other groups
Rich set of data that enables finance and operational teams to obtain
relevant information that helps planning, decision making, and smart pricing
Highly automated system which requires minimal staff to operate, thus
allowing reallocation personnel and financial resources to areas that matter
most
Multi-space pay stations reduce the need for servicing or coin collection
Flexible configuration and fully customized solutions
Easily interface with pre-existing technologies minimizing capital
investment
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EXPERIENCE
After 10 years of steady development, ParkPlus System is today successfully
implemented not just in the City of Calgary but also in Edmonton, Saskatoon,
and high volume venues, such as The Calgary Zoo, TELUS Spark Science
Centre, and Heritage Park.

Calgary
The ParkPlus System manages almost 20,000 spaces in the City of Calgary,
including parkades, surface lots and on-street spaces. The System provides
Calgary with a fully integrated parking management solution based on pay-byplate and License Plate Recognition (LPR) technologies.
ParkPlus provides a solution to integrate and manage the entire parking
lifecycle: the pay stations, the mobile payment, the permits and contracts, the
LPR system and the citation tracking.
The annual scope of Calgary Parking Authority’s operations in Calgary
includes:
7 million+ transactions
Almost 130,000 cell phone accounts
747 pay stations operated
12 parkades operated
32 surface lots operated
5 million vehicles scanned for enforcement
150,000 tickets issued for non-payment
$6.5 million in Enforcement revenue
$83 million in gross transaction revenue
The ParkPlus System has revolutionized the way Calgary residents and visitors
to the city pay for parking – with exceptional results. Calgary’s experience has
shown substantive improvements in efficiency, effectiveness, and overall
customer satisfaction (see figure 2)
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Figure 2

CALGARY'S
RESULTS

35%
10%
19%

savings in capital costs & maintenance

more on-street parking available

increase in payment compliance

38%

efficiency gain in enforcement

EXPERIENCE
Calgary Zoo
The Calgary Zoo is one of the most popular attractions in the city, hosting
around 1.5 million guests every year. This venue offers its visitors three parking
lots and over 2,100 stalls, which have been operated by CPA using the
ParkPlus solution since 2014.
The parking technology currently used by the Zoo includes a gateless solution
with fixed cameras using pay-by-plate technology. The implementation of this
parking solution has been very successful. Statistics show 93.3% payment
compliance and the access flow of vehicles is now 10 times faster than with the
previous gated system which helps to eliminate long entrance queues.

Telus Spark & Heritage Park
Since January 2015, the CPA has managed over 550 parking stalls for TELUS
Spark using ParkPlus technology. In May 2016, we added 1408 parking stalls
under our managed parking umbrella for Heritage Park.

Edmonton
The City of Edmonton has been working with ParkPlus System for over three
years. The initial interaction was a focused test of their market to assess the
user’s needs and desires. The trial started in June 2013. Pay-by-plate stations
were installed to the underground parkade in the Edmonton City Hall and in
nine curb-side zones in the downtown district replacing approximately 290
meters. The success of the trial triggered a full-scale roll-out in 2015.
The City of Edmonton’s desire was to produce a mirror image solution to the
ParkPlus System in Calgary. The City’s parking solution is under the branding
of E-Park and is entirely powered by the ParkPlus System for integration to
pay stations (pay-by-plate), all back-end solutions, integration into their Fines
System and includes a custom branded version of the ParkPlus System’s
Mobile App.
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EXPERIENCE
Saskatoon
The City of Saskatoon contracted with ParkPlus System to provide services
related to parking enforcement and technology for managing their impound lot.
The key tools being used to service their needs are the ParkPlus System’s
Violation Determination Module, Mobile Citation Module, and Real-Time
Processing Functionality.

Violation Determination Module
This module of the ParkPlus System is used by the parking enforcement
officer (PEO) to determine whether or not an overtime parking violation
exists. Using either real-time or post-processing functionality, the
Violation Determination Module automatically flags photo enforcement
data for which no matching payment transaction, permit or parking
credential is found.

Mobile Citation Module
This application facilitates the collection and entry of parking infraction
information, by a PEO, in real-time to produce a printed ticket that may be
placed on the infracting vehicle. This application runs on the Android
operating system via devices paired with mobile printers. It permits
authorized users to create parking citations and allows tickets relating to
those parking citations to be printed out by on mobile printers. It also
permits authorized users to take pictures of parking infractions..

Real-time Processing Functionality
Together with the Mobile Citation Module, the real-time processing
functionality enables the PEO to determine violations and print tags on
the spot.
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We look forward to hearing from you
Please get in touch any time for a demonstration, have your questions
answered, and discuss next steps.

ParkPlus System
bizdev@getparkplus.com
403 537 7045

